Classic Film
"Cleo 1
5 to 7", today’s
clastdc film, will be shown at
3 and 7 pan, In Morris Dailey
Auditorium. Admission Is free
to the college csammudty. The
flint, our of the "new wave"
films In uhich fllm time approximates actual time, deals
ulth two hours in tlw life of
a beautiful singer who awaits
a doctor’s repo r t on her
health.
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Reagan’s Tuition Plan
False Economy Unruh

ted
I in
by -

By GAIL KNIGHT
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
The State’s most powerful legislator has charged that imposition
of Reagan’s present tuition fee
Jean would diet the state money
iastead of saving it.
Jesse M. Unruh, assembly
speaker, criticized Gordon P.
Smith, state director of finance,
for his stand on the imposition of
tuition in California colleges and
university system at Monday’s
legislative hearings
"Unruh lectured Smith on aspects of the governor’s tuition
plan that the director of finance
hadn’t seen," according to Dr.
William Tidwell, academic consultant to the California State Employees Association (CSEA), who
was present at the meeting.
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DISPELS IDEA

PETER COLLINS, assistant professor of foreign languages and
member of Professors Against the War, leads a Vietnam "dialogue station" on Seventh Street. Collins, who teaches French,

Photo by Jim Koski
who attended were there by choice, not as members of a class.
The "dialogue station" is one of at least 12 which will operate
in the Cafeteria area today and tomorrow as part of "Vietnam

explained that his discussion took place on his own time and those

Classroom."

A+ ROTC Ad Hoc Hearing

Disruption Case Moves Slowly

t ARV
1223/

By JOHN WALLAK
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
The wheels of justice ground
slow Monday night at the first
meeting of the ad hoc hearing
board for students charged with
disrupting recent ROTC drills.
In a two-hour meeting the fivemember faculty -student board resolved few issues other than the
necessity for additional meetings.
The Board is charged with the
responsibility of advising Academic
Vice President Hobert Burns what
disciplinary actions, if any, should
be taken against four students
charged with disrupting ROTC
drill practice on October 3.
The four are charged in separate complaints issued by Dean
of Students Stanley Benz, Army
Prof. of Military Science Col. Edgar B. Colladay, Assist. Superintendent of Buildings and Grounds,
Byron Bollinger, and Campus Security Officer, Elmer Graham.
The objective of Monday’s open
hearing was to take written or
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oral statements from the four students in an attempt to determine
what issues and facts are in conflict between the complaining and
defending parties.
However, little was accomplished
since charges against one defendant were dropped, another did not
show, and only one of the remaining two made any reply to the
charges at all.
On advice from Col. Colladay
that sophomore math major Steve
Goldberg was mistakenly identified as one of five students on
the field, charges against him were
dropped.
KOPKE IN OAKLAND
Co-defendant Ira Meltzer explained that senior history major
Nick Kopke was unable to attend
the hearing.
"Kopke could not attend because he felt it necessary to go
to Oakland for more pressing business," said Meltzer.
Meltzer parried with the board
for more than an hour on legal

Tuition: Help or Hindrance?
Tuition and its ethics was the
central theme of discussion held
by the Conference on Education
and Regional Economic Development yesterday.
Featured speakers were Charles M. Tiebout and Werner Z.
Hirsch, who discussed along with
the panel, the morality and economics of tuition.
Tuition makes the person alive,
claims Prof. Tiebout He believes
that through tuition, the student
becomes aware and more interay

Gum Chewers
Shoot for Title
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Book Talk
J. William Fulbright’s "The
Arrogance of Power" will be
discussed by Dr. H. Kent
schellenger. assistant prof PSsor of Political SO ialeC at today’s faculty hook talk, P.I.311
pan. in rooms A, intl B of
the cafeteria.

,

’ Bubblegummers" are usually
considered younger than college
age. But Co-Rec’s bubble gum
blowing contest tonight will deride who is the best "bubblegummer" at SJS.
Co-Bee will be in the Women’s
Gym and PER building from 7:30
to 9:30 p.m.
Other entertainment will include
volleyball, basketball, ping pong,
badminton and swimming. The
Moses Complex band of Santa
Clara will provide music for danc-

ested in education, because he has
a financial interest in it.
Tiebout is professor of economics and director of the Regional
planning Office for the University
of Washington and is a member of
the Governor’s Planning Committee for the State of Washington.
Hiisch is a member of the UCLA
economics faculty.
Prof. Tiebout adds that the student should be able to receive
loans should he need them. This,
however is disputed by Marvin
Lee, associate professor of economics, "Loans are more of a hindrance to the student needing them.
The forms for loans require that
all capital in the family be added.
This discourages students."
Lee says that loan forms are
often longer than the long form
Income tax.
Prof. Hirsch says, "increased tuition will not affect, the state’s
economy to any marginal extent."
He claims that increased tuition
will only be truly noticeable in
the per cent of income, not per
cent in taxes.
Panel representatives also involved were: Stanly Rosen of Boeing Airplane Company in Seattle,
and Dr. Guenter Conradus, assistant professor of economics, conference director.

procedure, but Board Chairman
Ted Norton, associate professor of
political science, ruled that the
hearing is an administrative matter and need not follow strict legal
criteria.
WHAT POINTS DISPUTED?
"This is not a regular court
room proceeding. The Board has
to handle both sides. We have to
know what points are disputed,"
explained Norton.
"If you (Meltzer) don’t respond
in some manner to the complaints
what are we supposed to do?"
"We take the complaining statements to be sufficient proof to require you to respond to them.
Right now I don’t know if you
have excuses, alibies, or denials
and that’s the point." exclaimed
Norton.
At this point co-defendant Robert Romero, sophomore art major,
questioned the adrnissability of
Col. Colladay’s complaint since he
had acknowledged making a mistake in identifying Goldberg.
Norton countered that at least
three other complaints specifically
named Romero, and somewhat exasperately stated:
’RESPONSE CALLED FOR’
"A mistake Is different from
saying that Col. Colladay has been
a liar from birth and the truth is
not in him. Some kind of response
Is called for."
Romero then entered a mimeographed statement stating that his
participation had been "a brief

Trophy Awarded
For Best Banner
A trophy will be presented Friday to a campus living group that
creates the best "Welcoming Banner." The banner is intended to
greet the some 5,000 parents of
SJS students, expected this weekend for Parents’ Day.
Fraternities, Sororities, Dorms,
and two living halls are expected
to submit a banner for Friday’s
judging.
Parents’ Day will begin Saturday with registration at 9 a.m.
Most of the morning will be devoted to tours of the campus and
a photographic exhibition on display in the Art Gallery.
A full day of activities are
slated, including a barbecue dinner on campus, and the University
of New Mexico-SJS game later
Saturday night.

The Joint Legislative Committee
on Higher Education heard testimony from the Academic Senate,
faculty organization, the California Taxpayers Association and

the California Citizens for Higher
Education in San Francisco.
A major accomplishment of the
hearings, according to Unruh, was
the dispellment of the idea that
massive enrollment of students
from low-income families could be
undertaken immediately.
CITES TESTIMONY
He cited testimony that 95 per
cent of those students who can
meet University of California entrance requirements go to college
somewhere, though not necessarily to UC.
The chief problem, he said, appears to be In encouraging able
low-income high school students to

work toward colleges, so they can
qualify.
The other issue the committee
brought to light was the change
In Reagan’s plan for the tuition.
Originally the tuition money was
to be used for expenses now paid
for by the State.
"Now the plan is to use the
money for aid to poor students and
faculty enrichment," according to
Unruh.
But testimony indicates that if
more poor students enter the University and the colleges this increased enrollment will simply cost
the State more in operating expenses and new building construction, said the Speaker.

Voting Booths Open
For Queen Selection

Students vote today and tomorrow to select five finalists for
Homecoming Queen from ten
semi-finalists. Voting booths will
be on Seventh Street.
One of the finalists will be
elected queen next Wednesday,
and will reign over Homecoming
festivities Friday, October 27
through Saturday, November 4.
She will be crowned at the
The 1967-68 Student Directory
will be aavilable to the SJS stu- Coronation Ball October 27 at San
Jose’s Civic Auditorium and will
dents in early November.
*
* *
The directory will not be sold,
(See Page
but distributed free to those holdfor photos of the candidates.)
ing staff or student body cards.

Student Directories
Available Soon
Without Charge

one," and that he had left the
field Immediately upon Dean Benz’s
request.
Romero added that he had barely entered the field, that his offense was different in degree from
that of the other defendants, and
that his lone action did not con* * *
The cover photo will feature the
stitute a disruption of the class. architectural model of the new hold a place of honor in the traRomero and Meltzer then agreed
Student Union, now under con- ditional Homecoming Parade
to meet again before the Board
through downtown San Jose Noand enter detailed responses to struction.
vember 4 and at the Homecoming
The
directories
will
be
disthe complaints. Meltzer said that
football game that afternoon with
Kopke would also appear at that tributed in the Student Bookstore, the University of Wyoming.
time.
and in the cafeteria.
The candidates will present a
LETTER FROM BENZ
The Board considered a letter!
from Dean Benz which delt with
the possibility of calling an additional student before the Board.
Benz’s statement dealt with a
letter published in the October
9th Spartan Daily and signed by
junior history major Jim Hurst.
In that letter it states:
OAKLAND (AP) Police with took just five minutes to clear a
"I was one of the individuals tear gas and night sticks yester- four block area around the downwho carried signs last Tuesday day cleared a milling mob of town induction center.
(Oct. 3) and who ’cavorted’ across some 3,500 antiwar demonstrators
The crowd stood at bay, cursing
the field. So now you know where from the Oakland Army Induc- and chanting for two hours. Then
I’m at."
surged
forward as the first buses
bustion Center and ushered nine
The next open hearing will be loads of draftees into the build- arrived shortly after 9 a.m.
p.m.
at
3
held Saturday afternoon
The center processed draftees
ing.
in Faculty Office 104.
At least 12 persons were hos- and recruits from all over Northpitalized, including a highway pa- ern California.
The first bus to arrive carried
trolman with an ankle injury, and
more than a score of others suf- several women employes of the
center.
fered lesser injuries.
More than 25 were arrested. The
noisy disorder began shortly after
Peter King, associate professor dawn following a night and early
of philosophy and member of Pro- morning rally on the University
fessors Against the War (PAW), of California’s nearby Berkeley
criticized the recent Young Re- campus.
publican demonstration as an InSome 300 city policemen, Weil
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - - The
effective display of YR "bloody by Alameda County deputies and
nose" tactics.
California Highway Patrolmen, president of a radio-television
The real nature of PAW has
news directors’ association combeen misrepresented, he said.
plained yesterday of what he
"This is not an organization with
unnecessarily rough treatcalled
group
officers but an informal
Major General John F. Franklin, ment that police gave newsmen
whose members have many diverse
viewpoints. Some members are deputy commanding general of the and photographers covering an
moderates who believe negotiation Sixth Army, will visit SJS Thurs- anti -war demonstration.
Don Brice, news director for
Is the best solution to the war day to tour the campus and meet
television station KPIX in San
while others are radicals who with President Robert Clark.
Major General Franklin was Francisco, complained to Chief
think we’re fighting on the wrong
United States Commander in Ber- Charles Gain of the Oakland
side," he said.
The 10-piece band and fife and lin for more than two and one- Police Department and Commisdrum corps planned by the YR for half years and was awarded the sioner II, W. Sullivan of the Caliuse in this week’s demonstrations Distinguished Service Medal upon fornia Highway Patrol.
His telegram read:
against PAW has been cancelled his departure in 1966.
"In a number of incidents, OakIle will visit facilities in the
said YR president Garth Steen,
Steen said that after consult- School of Applied Art s and land policemen shoved, struck,
ing with professors in classrooms Sciences as well as ROTC opera- manhandled and tear-gassed indiadjacent to Seventh Street, YR’s tions. He will conclude his visit viduals representing legitimate
have decided that cancellation of at 5:30 p.m. with en informal news agencies. Members of the
the band will avoid possible dis- meeting with the Cadet Brigade CHI’ took part in at least one
manhandling incident. These atand Battalion Commanders.
turbance to those classes.

fashion show at 10:30 this morning in the Spartan Cafeteria.
The candidates and their sponsors are: Bonnie L. Beckley, junior
English major, Spartan Sabres;
Dorothy Blake, sophomore Spanish major, Sigma Pi Fraternity;
Joan Carlson, junior interior decoration major, Gamma Phi Beta
sorority; Christine Caviglia, senior
speech correction major, Alpha
Chi Omega sorority; Maryanne
Clark, senior social science major,
Chi Omega sorority; Valerie Dickerson, senior journalism major,
Omega Psi Phi fraternity; Georgett Esque, sophomore drama major, Sigma Kappa sorority; Jane
Lundren, junior sociology major,
Delta Gamma sorority; Susan
Siegrist, senior public relations
znajor, Pi Alpha Nu, campus public relations society, and Sherry
Sordello, sophomore psychology
major, Circle K. Club, campus
service organization.

Use G as, Clubs To Clear
Oakland Anti-War Demonstrators
police

Philosophy Prof
Raps YR Tactics

A police bullhorn at a parking
garage across the street warned
the demonstrators to clear the
streets.
Police on foot and on tricycles
and motorcycles circled about the
arriving buses containing some 300
draftees.
Spectators jammed windows and
fire escapes in the neighborhood.
Many taunted the demonstrators,
who cursed and screamed back at
onlookers and police alike.

Newsmen Claim Brutality;
’Police Use Tear Gas’

General Visits

tacks were not only unprovoked
but it appeared to reporters on
the scene that some members of
the Oakland Police Department
were deliberately selecting news
people as targets for this treatment."
Officials of San Francisco television station KRON asserted
that Oakland police went out of
their way to fire tear gas into
the faces of newsman Jerry Jensen and photographer Terry Morrison. Both were back on the job
within an hour,
Ralph Mallyer of the American
Broadcasting Co.’s television network, Los Angeles, said police
smashed 11 $4,000 motion picture
camera he held.
Mary Crawford, a San Francisco
Examiner reporter, told of being
threatened with a clubbing if she
moved closer to police lines.
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"Those matters which can affect the benefit and harm of all, ought
to be known and heard by all, who may thus attain the beneficial and
Marsilio of Padua
repel the opposite."
Adrertising Mgr.
Editor
KEN BECKER
KEN BRYANT

critic of his nation’s Viet-

nam policy has led a rather wearying life,

years.
He rarely has been able to rouse officials of the Johnson administration to
serious dialogue, let alone change the
course of Asian policy.
The anti -war group is a minority of a
these past five

Staff Editorial

minority. In a Harris Poll conducted last

United We Stand...
Congratulations to the state college
groups !
facul
East week all of them finally agreed
on ((tie Of the major is-ues facing California higher education.
During weekend open hearings on
tI, ition and related fees conducted by
the state legislatures joint Committee
III, Higher Edueation. these groups all
voiced iippitsition to the imposition of
tuition or a fee hike at the state colleges.
They included the American Federation of Teachers (AFT), the Association of California State College Professer- CSCP). the American Ass.
elation of I. niversity Prof essors
\ \I P t. the California State Employciv
\ --ociation (CSEA), and the California College and University Faculty
Association (CCUFA).
It is. indeed, encouraging to know
these groups can unite in defense of
quality education in California’s state
colleges. especially in view of their
past liistory of disagreement over many
of the problems facing state college
Limit ie..
True, the state college budget is
perhaps the major factor controlling
qualit
-ducation in the colleges. The
size of the budget, whether enhanced
by tuition or an increase in fees, will
determine the kind of elluration colleges can provide and the enrollment
they can afford.
But aside from these larger variables are the questions of faculty load
and faculty salaries. both of which
affect quality of eduration. Faculty
groups also are concerned about these

Some groups feel that collective bargaining is the Inst method for achiev ing faculty aims, but other groups argue person- of professional status
should not emplev tactics similar to
those of organized Libor.
The argument is not a new one. And
the proposal to bargain collectively
also has been bandied about for many
years. In the meantime. the state colleges’ annual plea to the legislature
for a higher budget year after year
has little effect on the final amount
allotted.
How successful the faculty groups
will be in stas iHg till Governor Reagan’s plan to impose tuition. no one
can say for sure.
Rut the past effectiveness of Sacramento lobbyists indicates the state
colleges have more chances for success in their fight for quality education if faculty groups are united rather
than divided.
If these groups somelillW rouhl together explore on the problems uniting
them and together work Oiii a plan of
action to solve them. how much better,
tI en wind(’ be their chances for sueCVSS.

REPORTING STAFF: Joyce Augustin, Gregory Balk*.
vek, Gary Becker, Gary Benjamin, Charles Bets, Jeff
Brent, Ray Burton, Mike Clark. Tim Clark, Paul Cohorts, Wynn Cook, Don Cox, Rhysa Davis, Terry
Feist. Dave Fisk, Ron Hagen, Susan Haul, Arnefte
Heaton, Matthew Hoey, Bob Kenney, Gail Knight.
Kathleen Lackey, Pat McCulloch, Gordon Miller,
Marc Rune, Charles Pankratz, Barbara Parker, John
Poirniroo, Robert Shirrell, Susan Siegrist, Judith
Smith, Kay Threlkeld, Gina Traeger, John Wollek,
and Bill Wright.
ADVERTISING SALES STAFF: Steve Adams, Harlan
Corenmen, Bill Dippo, David Doreen, William Hernando:. Bon Hilverde, Alan Koch, Greg Lightfoot,
Carmel Passanisi, Robert Prussian, Linde Singleton,
Thomas Welch, Dennis Zouras.
PHOTOGRAPHY STAFF. Michael Hoban, Larry Jamison. Jim Koski, Douglas Mnard, John Morrill.
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withdrawal.
The same two polls show an increase

cent favoring
increased military pressure in Vietnam.

from 32 per cent to 40 per
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President Clark Speaks
On the Right To Dissent
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Gene Lokey. Experimental College Director and ’puldislter-
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reports that it will appear nest \lough..
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The paper exists on its ad. erlising rev alone since MI ASB funds have been
for it yet.
The paper is sold for 1 cents a eops.

allocated

We also rent electric., portable and standard.

of

we gave over our

to

outside

forces

disciplinary

bit 10 get out and keep our

procedures

responsibility
own house in

order.
I hope that we will all take a long and
careful look at our problems, that we will

be registered

wills the Academic Council. the Student
Council,

or responsible

ad

strative of-

ficers. I believe the academic community
to he a viable institution. If you share
my belief, let us strive to make it so.

as lots been ilemon-trated in several cases
in recent sear,.

Guest Articles

students

-pritterlite hand" to re-

The Daily will consider and is seeking Guest
Editorials and Guest Rooms from SJS students and faculty mentheis on matters affecting the campus and its students.
Arrangements for writing such materials
may he made with Dolores Ciardelli, Daily
Associate Editor, between 2 and 4:30 p.m. in
the Daily Office, JC208. Final decisions on use
of guest articles are reserved to the Editor.
Guest copy should he typed double spaced
on a 40-space line.

sisl Inv demonstrators and to protect persons ci lto .ire the object of the de; ...... stratimt- llosseser %s ell intentioned such persem. mis be, We nimt reeognize that vigilante

aetion

to oppme

igilante

action

compotinds disorder. I alm therefore, instnicting the dean’s office to cite both
demonstrators and

anti-demonstrators who

are guilty of improper conduct.

SPECIALIZING IN THE REPAIR OF EUROPEAN -MADE CARS:
PORSCHE, MERCEDES AND VOLKSWAGEN.

conspiring to hide their "message" from
the public.

BEST

PUBLICIZED

When all this ridiculous talk of conspir-

the anti-war movement emerges as one of the best publicized
operations in American history.
acy is cleared away,

has

dissent

However dramatically

vided the country, it

And this has been one of the abiding
dilemmas of the Vietnam protest movement: its members agree on what they
want, but

not

on

why they want it or

how to get it done.
Actually, niost dissenters do have a policy to recommend: it is just that the policy is unacceptable to both the Adminis-

and most of their fellow-citizens.
This rejection has caused the anti-war
forces to crawl back into their ivory towers and sulk.
In this nation’s political system, the war
critics have lost But, like a disappointed
child, they choose to blame the system for
their setback instead of themselves.
tration

SUMMER CONFERENCE
The anti-war movement’s lack
ical

"guts"

and

of polit-

organization was never

more apparent than during the summer’s
New Left political conference in Chicago.
The proposed object of the Chicago
meeting was to consider forming a peace
party to run a Presidential candidate next
year. But it was soon apparent that the
necessary organization, money and candidate were all lacking.
So the component groups dispersed to
do their politicking at the local level.
Presumably they will try to persuade the
beastlike middle class back home to support their Vietnam view, whatever that
might be.
Given the dissenters’ past history, the
persuasion will go no better than before.

PAIR PANTS, CAPRI, or PLAIN SKIRT CLEANED
With any dry cleaning order
Coupon must accompany order
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SPECIAL
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for
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has also divided the

dissenters. They are rebels with not one
cause, hut with at least a score.

mq log All MI,
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Never in America has a protest faction
been so sincere in its ideas, yet so inept
at getting those ideas across to the majority.
Dissenters claim that no one listens to
them because America’s mass media is

In set things right. If there are complaints
or grievances, they should

such action nould not stand in the vourts,

lia% 1 ornietil a

they are doing that themselves.

move not in anger but in determination

ignorance of the fact that

11 11.1, been rumored that it

The -pulolid,er, and editors- has,. mit

functions

standing of our

in,,1,1, and appropriate action will be tak-

propriate to the campus community. but

last year

called the police. Our first

faculty

newspaper. will not appear on campus this
week.

generation

without authorization or without under-

;111,1 Andents. The eimimittee will recoil,-

Jahlyerwock. the Experimental College

this

when persons in the college emmounity

by conmel if he chooses, will be gis-en a
before

of

irritating opinions. On two or

disciplinary

cite students who in his opinion are guilty

he:trill:4

activism

three occasions

regard to the rights of the students. This

VII. Cries for immediate suspension or expul-ioti of students are not only inap-
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wince at

needed. they should be exercised with due

of an infraction. The student. represented

around campus.

derided

political

students. We wink at boyish pranks but

the college.

is directed. Our proeediire calls for the
11e.in of Students or his representative to

yet

that we are prone to iake alarm at the

if ally disciplinary actions are

this fall than last sprite: when president-

*

have been working on the problem. This
has so long been a tranquil comisiunisity

or in engage in actisi-

elect John lirliekimin

Major professional organiza-

tions as well as our own faeulty and staff

demonstration not

persons against IN lions the demonstrat

,s

of revision.

applies both to the demonstrators and the

code siolations wt-re

not

in higher education generally are in need

I hat it net restrict the right

of ollors 1.1 speak

has

and procedures both on this campus anti

has in-

2. That we in,ist with equal firmness
free speech

The large community

been without fault. Our disciplinary code

resentatisi-s to find a better solution.

Sources over at the Collf.LI, I nion are not
placing

entirely.

fluenced puhlic opinion_ and lila s s i persuade the .tinerican people and their reps

coercie,

are over for the second time.
Will we keep our new Is 4eeted

I said that the solution depends "largely" upon the protesting students. But not

to effeet

I eet, heard on the 1. ietnani

sear’r, officers

this

to pay the penalty of the law.

venting

iPii.t

Challgt._

ihat

s

right

I,, espre,s their

the

But they act like both, too much of
the time.
There is no need for any "insidious conspiracy" to discredit the anti -war forces,

techniques or ilnir understanding that if
they go beyond the law they intist expect

r. ill debate or demonstration. Free

By Bill tIE ANDERS’ tN
elect.

on the ’protesting students and
their willingness to stop short of cmreive

largely

obserue the fol.

Its. iii

emotions: it i-

ASH

not solve our own problems will depend

in facing the problem on
,11011111

assistance.

not always true. Whether we CUM or can-

gross more yet-ions a, long as the Vietnam
our eanipm.

tribe of drop -outs.

Events of the last two days prove that is

is very likely to continue and to

speech is not -inipls a Nubble for

Stray
Slants

pus, without calling for outside

dennmstratirms. The

and

band of alienated kids or an exuberant

tional program to go unprotected if protection is needed. I am hopeful that we
can solve our discipline problems on rams

and unhersities all oxer the country. One
could call

Special Student Rental Rates
Three months rental applies to purchase price of any
machine if you decide to buy.

colleges

times fo;

Though many are young and some are
are not simply an angry

hippies, they

This is not to say that we shall permit
our guests or any segment of our instruc-

By PRES. ROBERT D. CLARK
These

AND INSIDIOUS

Anti -war leaders would have us believe
their low score in the polls is the result
of a "huge and insidious" conspiracy by
the administration to discredit the antiVietnam movement.
The dissenters include sonie of the most
respected and articulate people in the
land: clezgymen, professors, doctors, artist:4, lawyers and congressmen.

"How do I know that if I stop the spending, Congress will agree to
negotiate a fax hike?"
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per
cent of those sampled stated they wanted
immediate withdrawal from Vietnam.
This figure represents a drop in this
country’s anti-Vietnam forces.
A Harris Poll taken in May of 1966
showed a 17 per cent figure in favor of
current conduct of the war, only 6

subjects. although they continuously
disagree about them.
While most of these organizations
seem to have similar aims. the 11.11X
of the problem lies in selecting a suitthe etillege-able method for sok in
problems.
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Phoenix’
Ten Vie or Homecoming Queen ’Voyage of the
"Voyage of the Phoenix," the
film story of six Quakers and two
cameramen who defied the U.S.
govermit,nt to take $10,000 worth
of medical supplies to the North
Vietnamese last spring, will be
shown on campus Thursday.
The film will be presented by
William Hoick, cameraman for the
Canadian Broadcasting Corporation ((’BC), and Phillip Drath,
crew-member and Mann County
builder.
"The Phoenix is the 50-foot
ketch that carried the Quakers on
a 3500-mile adventure from the
U.S. to Japan where they then
slipped through the U.S. Sixth
Fleet with medical supplies.
The one-hour film, sponsored by
Professors Against the War
PAW) will be presented at 10:30
a.m., 2:30 and 7 p.m. in Morris
Dailey Auditorium.
Drath, a 1966 Democratic peace
candidate for Congress and sixyear chairman of the Mann Chap-
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TODAY
Danuna Delta. 7 p.m., 375 South
Third.
French Workshop Tutoring, 3
p.m., Room 8A, Building N.
Tau Delta Phi, 7:30 p.m., HE5.
Dr. W. Salisbury will speak on
"Transcendental Mysticism."
Emwrimental College, 7:30 p.m.,
College Union, Existential Psyeology, Gene Lokey.
Experimental College, 7:30 p.m.,
Markham Hall. Radical Right, Kit
Jeffery.
Experimental College, 7:30 p.m..
College Union. Self -Awareness,
Russ Stevenson.
Classic Film Series, 3:30 and
7 p.m.. Morris Dailey Auditorium.
"Cleo from 5 to 7."
Kappa Alpha Mu, 7:30 p.m., JC101.
Alpha Eta Rho, 7:30 p.m., E119A. Flying fraternity for all students.
Young Republicans, 7:30 p.m.,
HE5.
Pharterek 6:15 p.m.. JC221.
Actives 7 p.m.
French (’lub, 7 p.m., Building
N, Rooms 2A and 2B.
Movie. 2:3i)
Weekly French
p.m., ED243. "Joan Giono."
French Workshop - "L" Atelier.
I
3 p.m., Building N, Room 8A,
TOMORROW
Angel Flight. 7 p.m., MacQuarrie Hall, Room 324.
Epsilon Eta Sigma. 3:30 p.m.,
F0104.
Home ECOMOMCN Club, 6 p.m.,
HEL Miss Sandra Stromm will
speak on "Sunset Summer."
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ter of the Society for a Sane
Nuclear Policy, will answer questions about the trip at each of the
performances.
"Drath was runner-up in the 1st
California Congressional District
Democratic primal), two years ago
with 45 percent of the vote," according to Alan Barnett, humanities instructor.
"He worked to rebuild burned
Mississippi churches during the
Civil Rights campaign of the early
1960’s." Barnett adds. "And he
also helped to ,’establish Japanese.
American citizens in California
after WW II

:0

Opera House

$
Wednesday Evenings at 8:30 p.m. sz:.
$
:k
Outstanding Programs, at
k
Student Prices. For All 20
Concerts:
$20.00-27.50
$
$30.00-35.00
$

$
$
:
:’;
iz

$sz
:.,t
Teaching Interview $
.;
A
it presentative of Tacoma
;*
Publir Schools of Tacoma, Wash.,
.:
will visit SJS Monday, Oct. 23, to
interview teacher candidates.
There ate openings in grades
kindergarten through twelve with
all areas of preparation.
Appointments can be made in
Arttn 2:14,

zs
:.

90 _70,,,,,, Cionc,rli

Student Information
And Tickets Available
Cordell Koland
Through:
325 S. 10th Street
294-8741
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FREE PEANUTS
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ONLY

Open at 4 1).1%I.
Red Ram Beer Parlor 10th & William San Jose

Turn on, Tune in, Tape it!
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or

World’s

SUSAN SIEGRIST

JANE LUNDREN

SHARRY SORDELLO

Most Popular Cassette
Recorder & Player

NOW
20
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Work! Change Conference Discusses Asia
.h
I

ilr

br0110,1
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weekend.

or

Will
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ii

ii

SJS

last

Inv
.

I.,

I *I n versify and
I ’rritei-ence dis-

,;

beast Asia.’

The mnf,f,nee. sponsored by
the National Council of Churches,
and the campus Christian EcuMPtlielli Council. consisiNI of four
leesin
iikeasisinn 2.1-iiiips and a
banquet in Spartan ( feteria.
The first speaker Friday night
was Dr. Marshal Windmiller, director for the Institute of International Relations, San Frandsen
State College.
Dr. Windmiller
gave an economic interpretation of
the U.S.’s role in Asia,
fle said the U.S. is mospering
because of thr Viet N.’ In war. He
said it is heing ruthless in its
manner of earrying out the war,
and that the war is a form of
colonizing. since after eoch war,
t

whim).
t he I h has left trof
S,4I tirday morning tl
lonoralile
0. D. Corpuz, under-secretary for
the department of education, Republic of the Phili;ipines, des in
cribed the "new" in,
Asia.
Keith Bridston, professor of
systematic theology at Pacific
Lutheran Theological Seminary
spoke after the Saturday night

I

rt0

"mortality in Foreign

Affair.."
He declared the terms "hawks"
and "doves" were inferior to a
general term, "eagle" because the
qualities of an eagle, clearsighted.
farsighted, make it a better symbol of the American viewpoint.
advocated suspension of bombing
In Viet Nam, immediate negotiations, and withdrawal of troops.
-
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Model 450
STEREO SYSTEM COMPLETE

STUDIO
SIDNEY POITIER

ALCO PRICE $695

el.s.is
and ,:nybach Sot.d state Pow, tone, 1.Ionce 051
60 10.000 Hz.. Sr.,.-., mile flgool counter Twokomod
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396 SOUTH FIRST ST.

For the Newest in Hi-Fi Stereo
Recorder & Player Easy Loading
NORELCO STEREO 4-TRACK
-

No reels to threadjust snap in a compact
cassette cartridge. Records and plays up to
one hour on a single cartridge at 17/s ips
Two-track unit operates anywhere on 4 "C"
batteries. VU meter. Push-button controls
"Personal Sound" earphone, microphone,
batteries and cassette cartridge included

ALCO’S
PRL17.

$495
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Intramurals
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A

ball league feat ured a Iran. i it
shutouts. The Da Fuzz rolled rwer
Army ROTC 38-0 and Allen Hall
edged past
Has Peens 2-0. In
the other "A" r.;inal, Phi Mu Chi
thumped Acacia .111.13.
In the only i ndependent "13"
league contest the Red Hoide won
hy a forfeit ova r Sigma Phi Ep:don N. 2.
Tu, miependent "C" league
cin all low scoring games.’
1Alpha Phi Omega

Th,

identical score. In the other "C"
((innnest
-at the Fed erales d 0 w n Pit
Allen H all No. 2 18-6.
Today’s independent "A" leagu e
action shows Me and Them vs.
Da Fuzz, The Ilus Berms vS,
Moulder /fall, Army ROTC’ is.
Allen Hall and Phi Mu l’hi vs.
Acacia.
:
The
lone "B" contest finds
Alpha Tau Omega No. 2. meetmg
Delta Upsilon No, 2.
The independent
schedule includes the Federiiles
.s Markham Hall, the Fleas is.
No 2 and Allen
as
.s. rb, ’rod

’"I*441,4. Fralahr". ft
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Phone Collect 212-784.7790

The most acclaimed calculator in the
line.
operators who Know
The phrase
was coined on this
prefer Monroe

Monroe

rPlease send me the Monroe Model
MA1W Electric Calculator. I under.
stand this Machine is fully guaran.
teed one year against defects both
in parts and labor.
Enclosed is $119.50 ship prepaid

model MATW.
Complete’, racond.toled and Fully Guar
ante.’ For One V.., aga.nat mathan.cal
ul any 1..,1 on,,d.na repacernent
dr.et
Pt, lb aid ab., !Just Lows, wraten Cu.,.
are on
a 5 uparato.s ontruct.una
I, eaan ro.a,none
c? luded

Enclosed is $25.00 ship C.O.D.
NAME
AUDRESS

AAA ADDING MACHINE- C0.264)9 Jackson Ave., Lang
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,rice in the game and that was i n
0
Illy (list quarter.
0
Dennis Belli stole the ball at .:
court and passed to Jack Lik- Z
in: who fed the ball to Greg Hind. $
All-American Hind then gave the 0
0
Spartans a 1-0 lead.
0,
Cal came right back within one
minute and tied the score. Mike sr:
Turner scored for the Bears front
two yards out.
half

i-i i.Iiiy al- :
e
tied msa . .01.1 nvi.
tern ot.n hut when th e final gun 1
Went riff the Bears were on toP. ,
8-6. It was the first loss for the,
,Spartans.
What proved to be the deciding
factor in the otherwise evenly
played game, was personel fouls.
The Spartans were found guilty
31 times to (’al’s 14,
The 31 SJS fouls gave the Bears
three penalty shots which they
male. San Jose hail one penalty

Barry Weitzenberg of California and Likins traded goals in the
second period to keep the score
even at 2-2 at the half. LikIns
score came on a crosscage pass
from Hind.
The Bears took the lead twice
r.I
plat
From the field both teams
in the third stanza but each time
througha steady pressure game
the Spartans rallied back to tie
out the contest.
the score.
Both SJS and California took
The score remained deadlocked
held and scored
IS ,hots filen
for two and one half minutes of
times eiri-b
the fourth period when WeilZeti,,1
orlly
berg took a pass from Jon Shores
*
*
*
and gave the Bears the lead for
good.
I Two minutes later Weitzenberg
atiled another score to make 7-5
In two conseeutive
varsity water outlasts have lice!,
’rhe Spartans didn’t give up the
battling two foes in each contest light as Hind took a pass from
the team in the pool and the- Bruce Prefontaine with 52 seconds
two referees on the sidelines.
left to make the tally, 7-6.
Friday night the men in striped
The foul situation dealt the final
shirts blew their whistle 27 times blow as SJS committed foul No.
against San Jose and 20 times :to, giving the Bears a penalty shot
against Stanford. Their were many and putting the game out of reach,
cries from both benches that some with only 26 seconds remaining,
of the fouls were questionable.
Hind topped SJS scorers with
With a new rule that went into four tallies. Likins had two. Weitlearn
is
awardthis
season,
a
effect
zenberg will remain on Spartan
ed a free penalty shot for every minds for some time, scoring five
10 fouls assessed against the op- goals.
posing team.
Cal freshmen made it a sweep
In the Stanford game the pen.
for the afternoon, coming front beally shots did not figure in the
hind to defeat the Spartan frosh,
final outcome of the battle.
9-8.
Yesterday afternoon, however.
SJS jumped to a quick 2-0 first
the referees found the Spartans
fouling 31 times to California’s period lead on goaLs by Jim Williamson and John Spencer, The
Ira-re’ 14.
Again, cries went out that the Spartans kept the upper hand
through the third canto, leading a
fouls were unbased.
Both teams were playing the 6-5.
In the fourth quarter BarrY I
same type of pressure game on defense, yet the refs saw the Spar- Svenson popped in three goals to
wipe
out the Spartan advantage.
tans foul in a 2 to 1 ratio.
Williamson finished the afterAs it turned out, the penalty
shots awarded to the Bears were noon with four goals, Bob Wake
the deciding factors in the game. with two, and John Miles had one.
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A Second Goalie?
If you see a small, stuffed teddy bear
in the goal of the Spartan soccer team
this Reason, don’t laugh.
According to the players the "lucky ted
dy" helps win games.
The superstition began last year when
Spartan center for ward Gary lacini
brought the bear to the first game of the
season. During the course of the game,
lacini asked his goalie Frank Mangiola if
he could put the teddy inside the net.
Mangiola consented and SJS went on to
win the game MI.
After the first pause, tile ritual con-

tinned and the Spartans kept is inning,
They finished the season with a fine 9-2
in the
record including a 2-1 loss to
NCAA quarterfinals.
At a pod -season banquet, the players
presented head coach Julie Menendez with
the teddy which had the scores of the
Spartan’s games taped on its back.
The players were so intrigued with their
"lucky teddy" that they bought a new one
this year and it has been in the Spartan
net during their first four games.
Does the teddy really bring good luck?
Well, the Spartans are .141 thiS year
and have been scored upon only once.

Spartans Challenge USF

.
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Golden Touch Beauty Salon
,D\
$8.88
’ * Custom Frostings Complete
$2.00
$7.77
$2.00

* Style HaircutsYour Choice
* Mini -Perm For Body)

* Shampoo and Set

4

With this coupon

., 29 E. Santa Clara
Mf/tIM

offer good until Oct. 31, 1967

295-5535
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Soccer Battle Set for Stadium

The most important West Coast
soccer game of the year will be
played tonight at 8 in Spartan
Stadium,
The Spartans host the USF Dons
in what could be a preview of
the NCAA Far West quarterfinals.
SJS has a 4-0 record this season, trouncing Westmont 6-0, UOP
6-0, Cal State at Hayward 9-1,
and Stanford 7-0. UOP and Stanford were league games.
The Dons are 2-0, beating San

This couple is:
A. Studying a Greek restaurant menu
B. Rehearsing lines for a play

C is correct. The couple In the picture are
students on a field trip in Athens during
the Fall 1966 semester with World Campus
Afloat -Chapman College.
Ruth Ann Speelman, from Oakland in
northern California, a sophomore from
Foothill College, studying liberal arts, has
transferred credits earned aboard the
floating campus to her home campus and
has resumed regular classes. Stan Smith
lives In Glendora, California, attended the
floating campus while he was a senior
Philosophy major at Chapman’s main
campus. Now he is engaged in graduate
studies in Chapman.
As you read this, more than 500 students,
representing 200 colleges and universities
throughout the country, accompanied by
a distinguished faculty, already have
embarked from New York for the Fall 1967
semester which will take them to ports in
Europe, Africa and Asia, returning to Los Angeles via Honolulu.
Students are now enrolling for the Spring 1968 semester which will depart
from Los Angeles to engage in shipboard study supplemented by visits to ports in
Peru, Chile, Argentina, Uruguay, Brazil, Senegal, Morocco, Spain, Greece, Turkey,
Yugoslavia, Italy, Portugal, The Netherlands and Great Britain, terminating in May
at New York.
To discover how you can Include the Spring semester at sea in your college plans,
complete the coupon below and mail at once.

1- r)
I DAY’S make a great week
.

!

C. Attending a college History course
D. None of these

’ t
..a’re only on r4.... owe (hopefully)
.1 1,1 of a climb to Off Campus VIP

Now, enjoy,
And be quality about it Only Day’s makes sport
casuals and slacks from the finest fabrics and is so
Picayunish about their famous fit It’s individual
because, frankly, you are Put some great Days in
your week. nowl At quality fashion stores everyo.rhere nr write Day’s. Tacoma Washington 98401.

World Campus Afloat ,Director of Admissions
Chapman College oronee, confer.. 02556 Campus State
Name

Present Status:
I AS I

FIRST

Freshman

Name of School

Sophomore Ej

Campus Address
W,W,./"..W.,A0,/,’,4101010.1044.01401:"."

City

Spartan Daily ClassifiedsLike

Having

A Personal Salesman Ring 23,000 Doorbells

Junior
State

Permanent Address
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Senior
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Graduate

0

City

State
Interested in:
0 Fall 19_ 0 Spring 19_ semester at sea.

SAFETY

El

Age_

INFORMATION: The s.s. Ryndam, registered in the
Netherlands, meets International Safety Standards for
new ships developed in 1948.

State 5-0 in their only
conference clash.
Last year, USF beat the Spartans twice by scores of 2-1. The
first time was in conference play
ra double overtime game) and the
second was in the NCAA Far West
quarterfinals. The Dons then went
on to win the national championship.
Francisco

the Dons 1-0.
The Spartans will send their
top scorers Henry Camacho, who
has 12 goals, and Ed Storch, with
seven, against Kit k Apostolidis
and Sandor Hiles of the Dons.
In the NCAA finals against
Long Island, Hiles scored two
goals to spark the Dons to the
title.

Both of last year’s games, however, were played in Balboa Stadium (the Don’s home field) in
the mud and neither team could
play its best game.

The Spartan’s starting lineup
will have Camacho at inside right,
Storch at center forward, Fred
Nourzad at inside left, Bob Davis
at left wing, and Ahmad Bayati at
In the quarterfinal game, in right wing.
fact, the winning goal was scored
Defensively Luis Mintegui will
when the ball stuck in a puddle be at right fullback, Samil Deus
long enough for a USF player to at right halfback, Gary lacini at
kick it into the net.
center half, Art Romswinckel at
"The mud worked against both left half, Jean-Paul Canabou at
teams though," said head coach left fullback.
Julie Menendez, "so we don’t
Goalie Frank Mangiola has not
want that to be an excuse."
been scored upon this season.
In 1965 the Dons and the Spar"If we do our very best I think
tans clashed twice.
we’ll win," Menendez said. "Man
The first game ended in a 1-1 for man we’re as good as they
tie and the second was won by

PRINTING
DUPLICATING
AND

50 COPIES
$240
(81/2 x 11 One Side, Including Paper)
Other quantities and sites proportionately economical

WHILE YOU WAIT
(About 10 Minute,,)

Globe Printing Co.
(INSTA-PRINT DIVISION)
1445 SOUTH FIRST ST.
PHONE 295-6911

Prof Still Cycles at 63

’Angel’ Play
Begins Run
On Friday

By PAT MeCULLOCH
Spartan Dulls Staff Writer
A 30 or 40-mile bicycle ride
is nothing to Roger Condon, 63 year-old assistant art professor,
who has been cycling since he
was in grammar school.
"I started riding just like
eve*, other kid just for fun,"
says Condon, who is adviser to
the SJS Cycling Association.
His interest in cycling continued
through high school when he
road to school in Los Gatos on
mountain roads, through his
service in the Navy, where he
met New Zealand eyeless in
New Guinea, and up through
his teaching career at SJS.
Today he often rides to school
from his home in Los Gatos in
good weather and has his wife
pick him up in their camper
truck, which has plenty of loom
for bicycles.
"On days I ride to school,"
comments Condon, "I will
change into clothes I have left
at the office.
He takes longer trips to Carmel or Monterey with a group
of at least six persons. "The
persons in the middle," says
Condon, "are swept along by the
wind, while the ones on the outside are required to put in more
effort.
"The closer the riders are to
one another, the better," says
Condon. "It is much easier to
ride long distances this way.
We also carry along bottles of
water or orange juice to quench
our thirst. If we don’t want to
stop, we have tubes in the
bottles, so we can just drink
as we are cycling."
One of his favorite rides is the
17-Mile-Drive between Monterey and Carmel. "I drive the
car down with the bike, park
the car, and ride the bike along
the drive
it doesn’t cost any
thing to ride a bike there."
Condon has given competitive
cycling a try, but is not too interested in it. Several years ago
he rode in the "C" class road
races with local cyclists from
San Felipe Valley and Los
Gatos.
Four years ago, he placed 5th
in the Evergreeen 10-mile race,
which, according to Condon,
"was quite surprising at my
age.
"I didn’t really have a good
bicycle," Condon explains, "until I was 15 years old. Now I
have a 10-speed Cinelli with all
Compagnula equipment, which is
the best you can get.

Oriental Ensemble
To Play Gershwin,
Lizst Here Friday
Acclaimed "Prima Donna of
Japan" and graduate of the
Tokyo University of Arts, Yukiko Osaki, soprano, will be the
soloist at the Keio University
Mandolin Orchestra concert this
Friday in Morris Dailey Auditorium at 8:15 p.m.
This performance is part of
the "Invitation to the Arts"
series sponsored by the College
Union Program Board.
Among Miss Osaki’s solos for
the evening will be Gershwin’s
"Summertime" and "Shiba no
Orido" (Japanese Cradle Song.)
!
Included in the evening’s performance are Japanese selections of music as well as Rossini’s "The Barber of Seville"
and Listz’s Hungarian Rhapsody
No, 2.
Tickets may be obtained without charge to students or faculty in the Student Affairs
Business Office upon presentation of faculty or student body
card.

-photo by Doug Merard

PROF ON WHEELS-Roger Condon, 63-year-old assistant professor of art, often rides his 10-speed Cinelli bicycle to SJS from
his home in Los Gatos. "It keeps me in shape," explains the
professor.
"All the parts are made to
order, even the frame is made
in dimensions to fit your size
and shape," says Condon.
To complete his cycling equip*

*

*

Cyclists Measure
Fun, Not Money
Cycling has been called a poor
man’s sport, but the members of
the SJS Cycling Association do
not measure the value of a sport
by the amount of money invested.
The Cycling Association was
started two years ago by Bob
Bitez, a blind student at SJS,
after he took a tandem bike
ride to Guadalajara, Jalisco,
Mexico.
Today two groups set the pace
for members -- the beginner’s
group and the professional
group. On Sundays the more experienced riders may ride to San
Felipe Valley, while the becinners will pedal their way to
Alum Rock Park or possibly
Stevens Creek Dam.
The heartier riders have undetraken rides to Santa Cruz
and Watsonville. Overnight trips
to Carmel and the Los Altos
Hills are sometimes artanged
for all members, on which they
ride down on their bikes and a
truck brings the bikes back.
Expensive bikes aren’t essential for participants. Most members usually have 10-speed touring hikes, lightweight enough to
prevent the rider from slowing
down considerably on uphill
climbs.
Members inteiested in track
riding use standard track bikes,
which have solid hubs, continually turning pedals, and are
very lightweight.
Occasionally guest riders are
asked to accompany the group
on the shorter rides, such as
Bob Tetzlaf and Jack Hartman,
former Olympic riders and SJS
graduates. They ride with the
association to show members
their particular style, which is
much like a machine following a
perfectly straight path.

Laurel, Hardy Film
A Laurel and liardy Film
Festival will be presented by
Spartan Spears, SJS service organization, October 26 at 8 p.m.
in Morris Dailey Auditorium.
Tickets will be sold on Seventh
Street next week

BILL’S
COLLEGE
PHARMACY
V Photo finishing
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State students and faculty to a series .4 weekly
related to the dynamic New Faith of Baha’i. Baha i
seeks the unity of mankind through modern spiritual principles.

San Jose
discussions

...Wit must seek for truth in spite of custom.
Balta. ii’ huh
prejudice. and tradition:*

Requirements for this positiisi
include a 2.25 overall GPA ant
at least a 2.0 for last semester.
The term of office is one year.

All Welcome
248.5081

8 P.M.

Every Friday
232 S. 10th St. t-.2
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distinctive bridal sets from $IO0
rings may be purchased separately
91 SOUTH FIRST ST.
307 TOWN & COUNTRY
VILLAGE

TERMS TO SUIT YOU

ei.v ets

No Other STiore Offers Such Discounts

USE OUR LAY-A-WAY BAMAMERICARD 1ST NAT. MASTER CHARGE

SPECIAL LIMITED ENGAGEMENT!
COLUMBIA PICTURES

TIETH

RICHARD

TAYLOR BURTONor
PROM,. 1,1.,N1

THE TAMING
I
OF THE SHREW
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SALES
I MOUNTAIN VIEW

NO RESE,i’ED SEATS.ROPULAR RICAi

STUDENT RATE: $1.50; $2 FRI. 6 SAT. EVE.
-SCHEDULE2e e-EIS3

Wednesday 2 P.M.
Sat., Sun., Holi. 2 & 4:30 P.M.
Sun, thru Thurs. 7 & 9:30 P.M.
Fri. & Sat. Eve. 7:30 & 10 P.M.
NO RESERVED SEATS
Tickets Avaiieble at Bon Office at Feature Time

rdoon.te Shopp.ng Center

CINEMA 150
Lan,. Real and Kily
Santa Clara

DISCOUNT

SAV NO
DISC CI3Nue

ITig 75% OFF

1799 EL (AMINO Zr
SAT. 9 TO
PECTRVEVtifet
lei Mall..

TT

OPEN SUNDAY 10 TO 3

..-----------
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SKI P

MEN’S-Reg. $.5$.00. Sires 28 tro 38
WOMEN’S -Reg. 51950. r.izez, 8 to 18
Xtra ShortShsrts-Regvlar-Lonss

19

WE PROMISED NOT TO
PUBLISH NAMES TO
PROTECT FRANCHISE
DEALERS. YOU’LL
WANT SEVERAL PAIRS

rree Parkiii

GIRLS
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SIZES
8

TO 16

9

292.1233

This is your chance,
Student #7026941.
Drink Sprite and be
somebody.
ktFL .1311,1

Take heart. Take a dime.
Then take a bottle or Sprite
from the nearest pop
machine.
Suddenly it’s in
Cold.
your hand.
Biting.
Tart and
tingling.
You
cackle fiendishly
and rub your hands
together.
(You
should: they’re
probably chilled to
the bone by now.
You tear off to a
corner, alone, but
within earshot of
your fellows.

ONE SMALL GROUP
FRENCH IMPORTS
LIMITED SIZES. Reg. 59.50

99

Rc:I. 10.95
naar,....-...: L,10XL11%.

YOUNG MEN’S
28 & 29 WAIST

17499
99

:Large variety

VALUES
Y UP TO
29.50

90%

NON-STRETCE

99

:LMENICAN
MADE BY
FRANCONIA
ILSO FAMOUS
NAME WE CAN.
NOT MENTION.
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Vle-)

1401 S. First St.
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UP
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;Lace Boots
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Hind Guns-All Typos

GUNS
....._ front Lae
GUN CASES __from 1.99
GUN RACKS __from 2.99
29.99
SHOTGUNS
72 RIFIES
16.99
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11 -,s,eadzaz Surfboard Blnks 199iWat Suits
! :sisft
Surfer Jacket
finish It Yourself
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GREATER
SAVE NOW WITH
0-1116.
1--17--4-1111P
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V Hallmark cards

SAN JOSE STATE BAHA’l CLUB
INVITES

Interviews for AWS Judicial
Board representatives will be
held today in AD:kik:29 tit 3:30.
Applications may be obtained
at the Activities Office, ADM 174 and should be turned in at
the interview.

E.tit

South
10th
Street

V Fall Jewelry
1/ Gilt ideas

meat, Condon is usually outfitted in very light clothes, cycling gloves, shoes with cleats
that fit on the pedals, and occasionally a track helmet.

"1.ii.k Homeward Angel." the
dramatic story of a sensitive
young boy growing up in a callous home will begin its run
Friday night at the College
Theater. It is the Drama Department’s lust play of the fall
season.
The play, to be presented Oct.
20, 21, 25-28, concerns the Gant
family, the character of Eugene
being patterned after the young
Thomas Wolfe. The play is Ketti
Flings’ adaptation of a Thomas
Wolfe novel.
Eliza Gant, the mother, played
by Susan Mason, is obsessed
with money and position. She
isn’t satisfied with her husband’s
progress as a stonecutter, so
she strikes out on her own in
real estate and operates her
home as a boarding house.
The boarding house becomes a
haven tor has-beens. Eugene,
played by John Jacobs, always
has his nose in a book. He is
forced to’ wear too-small shoes
and wotk at menial tasks to
further his mother’s business.
The resulting personal catastrophies
are inevitable,
and
neither father nor mother understands Eugene.
Tickets for the performances
may be obtained at the College
Box Office from 1-5 daily. General admission is SIN), students
with ASH card 75 cents.

TT.17-5

SIT %TIT 1.’t:

Wednesday, fletober 1R. 1987

Interviews Today
For AWS Board

El

And then? And Lht,n’.’ And than you unleash it.
SPRITE!
It fizzes! It roars! It bubbles with
good cheer!
Heads turn.
Whisperings.
"Who’s that strangely
fascinating student with the arch smile.And what’s
in that curious green bottle that’s making such
a racket?"
And you’ve arrived!
The distinctive taste and
ebullient character of Sprite has set you apart.
You’re s mebody, uh...uh, whoever -you -are.

5PRITE,_0 TART AM.
-it-qt..1111, WE JU5I_SQULD_N’T

STATION q COOK SET
WAGON 111124r .
.
1.95
PAD

THERMOS
1 Man New THERMOS
P3RTABLE ’ STATION
WAGON I LIFE RAFT I LANTERN Stove 2 Br.
t3140.H6f495
NeK SIT
Reg. 249.995
. AIR MAT.
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’99

399
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50% OFF!
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Police Say City Crime Increasing ?
Students Complain of Many Thefts
other areas of San Jose, except Division. "Mend of the problem is
and
grand 11
petty
Weekend
thefts base risen in the SJS area perhaps wherevehicles are curs-: in just leaving things in plain
since September, according to San mined, according to police offi-1 view, tempting any passerby.
As for house robbery, the police
curls.
Jose Police officials.
"Just keep items out of sight department recommends occupants
Cars and unlocked apartment 1
doors and windows are the biggest I when leaving them in a vehicle," double-check all locked doors and
attraction for the light-fingered. said Lt. Donald 0. DeMers, chief windiiws before leaving their resiSunday, Donald Lee, 20-year-old of ti’ l’,dice Technical Senior., di !,
SJS student, of 184 S. Eleventh
St. told police someone remosed
several personal items from
car parked on the street.
Saturday, David Powers, 22.
5, Tenth St., reported his wtii ti
1958 TR-3 Triumph had been
Three papers supporting a duestripped of front wheels, chrome
’Students today are much less
valve cover, intake manifold, all really to accept mediocrity in . torial program were presented inthe dash instruments and mirror. teaching," Dr. James Jarret, as- : chiding "Aderian Laughter in the
white top, battery, windshield, seat sociate dean, School of Education !Ivory Tower," by Dr. Hobert
cushions, rear seat and paneling. at Berkeley, told the seminar on Burns, Academic Vice President at
and the owner’s manual and tool doctoral programs I o r college SJS, He offered fur inspection four
fallacies of higher education.
kit.
teachers last Thursday.
The first fallacy is that of "misGeneral opinion at the seminar,
Sigma Kappa reports the theft
of two beige chairs sometime late sponsored by the SJS graduate placed preparation, where the tracommittee, was that a program ditional Ph.D. prepares for teachFriday night.
Clothing valued at $415 was with greater relevance to under- ing on the assumption that knowstolen from Randolph Hartman’s graduate teaching is needed, It ing the subject matter you can
apartment at 428 S. Eleventh St. was felt the traditional Ph.D. teach it."
lacks r.:.,;...ation in skills necesDr. Burns said, "Teachers are
over the weekend.
Rely teach the stu- good not because of it or in spite
Thefts aren’t any worse in the sary 1- :
of it, but because they It arned
college area, however, than in dent.
somewhere to be a good I, sber.
Telling is not teaching "
’The fallacy of
that there are nu skills ria
January graduates may sign up. undergraduate degree. Position, re- ing in undergraduate courses.
for appointments daily in the I search, development, design and said he felt there is an obligation
234.! construction of highways and re- to study and research teaching as
Adm,
Center,
Placement
well as other subjects.
Sign-ups begin each Tuesday for lated st metrics’s. Location,
The third fallacy mentioned
, Texas; Austin. Texas; Itidgecrest,
interviews the following week.
"confusing kind with quality.1(alit., U.S. citizen.
TODAY
puny. ma_ This stems from the idea that
Hughes Aircraft C
Eastern Airlines. Majors, aerojoys, electrical engineers, physics since a school is called a univermaintenand
operations
nautics
electronic interests. Positions, sits. it netvssarily has a higher
ance. Positions, supervisory or en- with
t’ s i g n, development, guiltily i if education.
gineering design. Location, Miami, restart -h,
seems to be no proof
analysis of electronic components
Fla., permanent visa,
as
and systems, field engineer, engi- that teaching effectiveness
THURSDAY. OCT. 19
neering writing, technical training student learning is any her
where all have a Ph.D.." said Dr.
Northrop Corporation. Majors, instruction,
citizen.
electrical engineers, mechanical
Friden, Inc. Majors, BS in elec. Bums.
engineers, physics, math. Positions, trical engineering and mechanical
The fourth fdlaity is "monoco-search, design, lab.sratury devel- engineering. MS in electrical engi- etirriculum" which implies that the
opment and test engineering posi- fleeting and mechanical engineer.nail research of the Ph.D.
tions over a wide range I If aero- mg. Positions, engineering, rr-space products ranging from un-! search, manufacturing. bwation.i is needed, "scholarship is a gun lrderseas reconnaissance vehicles to! San Leandro, Palo Alto, U.S ,sts. ty of mind net rest arch and inntits
supersonic and jumbo aircraft. Lo- Izen.
cation, Metropolitan Los Angeles
area. U.S. citizen or active secret
clearance.
Naval Undersea Warfare center. Majors, mechanical engineer electrical engineers, physics, mathematics. Positions, research and
development pertaining to advanced underwater weapons and
undersea technology. Lo (’a t io
Pasadena, San Diego, U.S. citizen.
Mom -raves of Jan
Pacific Gas and Electric Company. Majors, ciil engineers, meA ed. & Suo.-The
chanical engineers, electrical enIsiberty Singers
gineers. Positions, system planning. engineering research, gas
Tinirs.-Brown & Shelton
systems design and operation computer application engineering. LoSHI-The
i ri.
cation. North and Central Cali.ristocriits
fornia. U.S. citizen or permanent
visa.
Open Daily at 4 p.m.
FRIDAY, OCT. 20
Entertainment
Starts at 9 p.m.
Pacific Oars and Electric Company. See information for Octo-’
151
for minors)
her 19, Thursday.
Texas Instruments, Inc. Majors.
electrical engineers, mechanical
engineers, industrial engineers. MS:
in business or MBA with technit

Under grad-Oriented Ph.D.
Needed-Seminar Suggests

Job

’Maintenance Yard
Moves Next Year
SJS will move its maintenance
yard to a $50,000 block of property at Fifth and Martha Streets.
The college announced purchase
of the land from American Can
Co. Monday.
The maintenance yard will be
completed sometime next year, replacing the present one next to
the bookstore.
The new maintenance yard was
originally set for construction on
the south campus, near Spartan
City housing area for married students.
The new property includes 245,0(0 square feet of buildings.

Job Interviewers
To Seek Students
Federal Career Day to be held
at SJS next Tues., Oct. 24, will
feature more than 30 federal career representatives. They will discuss civil service job opportunities
with students.
The representatives will be etaittivonnedi 9 int. t hie 01:bTraury apat io area
Opportunities in all majors will
be discussed.
The Federal Career Days are!
held on major college campuses1
throughout the nation by the U.S.
government said Lee R. Christensen, chairman of the SJS Federal College Relations Committer.
"We hope, through these Career
Days, to stimulate interest among
the students in careers with the
U.S. government by pointing out
the many problems to he solved by
government agencies and to expose them to the career opportunities av.iilahle," he said.
El

Rancho Drive
Now Playing

OFFERED

BY THE

294-4086

Administration

and

graduates

providing managemnt at all levels with independent. objective and constructive evaluations of the efficiency and economy with which the Navy’s

It No Bull
We Serve
Delicious B-B-Q Beef

multifold and

complex business operations are conducted. An extraor-

dinary variety of experience in internal auditing of the modern type is
afforded. Formal specializing courses supplementing diversified on-the-job
training assignments are well planned progressively to develop auditing
proficiency and contribute to rapid professional advancement.

OPEN

If you are unavailable for interview on the scheduled date, but interested,

11 AM.II I’M.
San:Thura.

for further information please contact

to 1 A.M.
on Fri.
anti Sat.

NAVAL AREA AUDIT OFFICE
50 Fulton Street
San Francisco 94102
or telephone 415 621-3828 Extension 307

BARTELS & BLAINE
A & W ROOT BEER
1582

FIRST. S

An equal opportunity employer

.11)SE

Spartan Daily Classifieds
APPROVED WOMEN’S HOUSING c,ntract for sale - contact housemother,
Kennedy Hall, 555 S. 10th St.
HALLS
OF
IVY
YOGA
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to
PRACTICE AND CLASSES on Philosophy WOMEN’S HOUSING - apartment or share newly furnished apt. 555 S. 8th
t.,LLlTATION. Call 8 room & board. Call 297.1814,
St. #4. Cal! 295-4283,
s, 286-5487.
NEEDED IMMEDIATELY - 1 female I OR 2 FEMALE ROOMMATES needed
roommate. $37.50/mo. With pool. 428 to share two bdrm. apt. with two others.
S. Ilth St. #6. 298-2683.
351 S. 11th St. #9 or call 287-6753.
AUTOMOTIVE 121
HOUSING 151

ANNOUNCEMENTS 11

62

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

TI13. Good condition. $795. Call
(.137.

59 SPRITE NEW engine. Excellent con’es, upols., etc. 293.;
56 CAD LIMOUSINE. Be the first ore
;c1. Lou rn,leage, air cond..
e. $1000 or offer. 246-1377.
59 ’THAMES" ENGLISH Ford van.
.elYe lob. Has bed & radio
’. ;t needs speaker). Will go anywhere.
ii150. Larry Leiner. 2155 Lanai Ave.
s. .22 after 6 p.m. call 251-8006.
63 VESPA GS needs new owner! Great
;or town travel, good condition. 2
seater, luggage rack. 257.0906 after
5 p.m.

CUSTOM
MADE CONTEMPORARY
wedding rings, Original jewelry in Cant
gold & silver. Geo. Larimore 354-I273/
354.8200.
QUALITY HAIR PIECES and fells. All
colors & le- rths. Reasonable prices.
Samples may be seen. Call 298-3263.

’55 FORD AUTOMATIC. 2 -door. New
tires. Like new interior. $125. Call 2690267.

OLDS F.85 STATION WAGON.
:t V8. s
’,tenor. Low miles.
29X ,, .

’67 MATCHLESS 750 CC’S,,,bsolutely
rn.n,
--A. Mu s .
" - . 1 culi. $1150
’ or best offer. 295-5275 - tools & shop
manual included.
FOR SALE 131
AUTHENTIC SHIP’S HATCHCOVERS
sandeia,to I ready f,Dr f,- ,sh,n a. Make
your own Spanish coffee table. We
will show you howl 59x29.21/2$18.50. Call 292-5348.
ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANNIC& 175th
annv. printing. 1768-1943 with 11 yrs.
of yearbooks. $85. Call 241.1212,
500MM TELEPHOTO LENS. Russian
mirror - f/8. Fits all 35rnrn SLR’s.
$160. Markham Hall 1168 294-6019,
TYPEWRITER,
SLIDES,
PROJECTOR
rape recorder, record player, sewing
machine and ’62 Rambler Station
Warson. Call 294-6715.
PORTABLE MOTOROLA STEREO.
Good condition. $50. Call after 5:30
p.m. 187.1187. Must sell.
10 SPEED PEUGEOT. Good condition
- 650 or &far. Call Jn-1,e Moran
294.2916 after 7 p.m.
HELP WANTED 141
HASHER WANTED FOR girls dorm
house. Telephore 297.6860.

SATURDAYS, PRECEDING THE NCAA GAME OF THE WEEK KNTV

INSURANCE MAJOR
Man or Woman
Leads furnished
Draw against commissions
For appointment
Telephone 378-5060

MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to share
"penthouse
apt. with 4 others. 80
Auzerais #I4, near St. Claire Hotel.
$50/rno.
MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED. $130/
mo. Apt. #22 of the International Hall.
E. William & S. 9th. Contact Larry
Canada/Mike Silva after 3 p.m.
ROOM & BOARD, ROOMS with kit.
priv., & apts. All shared for men only.
69 S. 10th St. Parking available. Good
food, clean, furnished apartments.
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to
share furn. apt. $47.50/mo. 57 S. 15th
#2. 295-4018 days: 297.4434 after 6
ft,’
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED. 2
bdrin., 2 bath, pool, elect. kit.. dish.,
2330 Calif. St., Mtn. View. 967-3463
after 4:30 p.m. $56.25/mo.
SHARE APARTMENT WITH male student. 2 bdrrn. 0/2 bath, I mile from
campus. Handsomely furnished. Call
287-0983 or 295.6302.
GIRLS BEDROOM. $15 per week. Kitchen priv. 225.9476.
PERSONALS 171

’65 HONDA. GOOD condition. Drafted,
must sell. Call Roger after 5 p.m.
241.3866.

...

SHIRTS $ .31
DRESSES $1.25
Special cleaning price with this ad
Sowing Also

Accounting

The Navel Audit Service is the Navy’s professional auditing organization,

64

-live the exciting highlights of
the previous week’s game between
(Re
the Spartans and West Texas State.
Featuring Don Hayward and Coach
Harry Anderson with special guests.

with

graduates

are urged to take advantage of this opportunity by signing up now at

SERVICES 18)

TR 3 ’59 REBUILT overbored engine.
hardtop, Mich X tires.
: & out. $850. 354-4687.

SATURDAYS

prospective

majors at San Jose State College on October 26, 1967. Those qualified

’55 CHEVY 6 CYL. Excellent running
condit1 on. Resent tune-uP. $300. Thom
Ford 251-8006.

I

NAVAL AUDIT SERVICE

The Naval Audit Service will conduct on -campus interviews with Business

At,
52 S. 4th

’59 VW. PORSCHE ENGINE. Many extras. Call Rich 298.9987. $680.

In

293-6501

try Nellie’s
Shampoo/Set
Si, ’e Cuts

NE-UP FOR
SPARTAN FOOT- . . . ., .,

ROUGH NIGHT IN JERICHO
and
MARNIE
295.2041
Alma and Almaden

College Cl
4/4 E. San Carlos

INTERESTING CIVILIAN CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

For Curls with Swirl,

the Placement Office - descriptive brochures are available.

FEATURING:

218 Willow St.
294-4009

f
*tt’’

K".

Interviews -44-

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
6 Wghts a Week

ACCOUNTING
MAJORS!

’A‘f, AKE Yal Thl’ FELLOW WHO
ABOLTT TH’ F002

CLASSIFIED RATES

To buy, sell, rent or
announce anything,
just fill out and clip
this handy order
blank.

Minimum
Three lines
One day
3 lines

Send to’ Spartan Daily
CLASSIFIEDS
1206, San lose State
College, San Jose
Calif. 95114.

One day I Three days

Five days

1.50

2.25

2.50

2.00

2.75

3.00-

5 lines- -2:50
6 lines
3.00
Add this
amount for
.50
each addibona! line

3.25

3.50

3.75

4.00

.50

.50

4 lines

Print yew ad beret
(Count approximately 33 Letters and Spaces
for Each Use)
Do Not Abbreviate
No refunds poiaibla on canceled ads

CHECK A
CLASSIFICATION
[1 Announcements (I)
Automotive (2)
O For Sale (3)
EJ Help Wanted (4)
O Housing (5)
El Lost and Found (6)
O Personals (7)
Services (8)
El Transportation (9)
Name

16fEhl COMPLANiNG
"

TYPING - THESIS. TERM PAPERS,
etc., experienced and fast. Phone 2698674.
EXPERT TYPIST-THESIS, term papers,
etc. Phone 258.4335.
TV’s FOR RENT. Special student rates.
$8 per month. Call 377-2935.
TYPING. EXPERIENCED AND fast.
Term papers. etc. Call 264-8592.
RENT A TV OR stereo from Esche’s.
Free delivery, free service. Call 2512598.
TYPING - TERM PAPERS, manuscripts,
theses, etc. Reasonable. Work guaranteed. 294.3772, 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
CUSTOM SANDALS BY CORE. 128 N.
10th St. #5. 24 or after 8 p.m. $15
and up.

To Place
an ad:
Call at
Classified Adv.
Office - J206
Monday, Wednesday & Friday
10:30 a.m. to 1 p.m. and
2 p.m. until 3:30 p.m.
Tuesday & Thursday
11 a.m. to 12 p.m. and
2 p.m. until 3:30 p.m.

(Please P,intl

For

days.

Ott

Mons

Address

Send

Endosod Is $

Enclose cash or check. Make
check out to Spartan Daily

in

handy order blank.

Classifieds.
Startades

Plum allow 2 days titer placing tor me to spoor.

(Dete)

Phone 294-6414, Ext. 2465

